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Smugglers - Part Two


Star Trek: A Call To Duty Proudly Presents:
A James O’Quinn Production
Based Upon Star Trek, Created by Gene Roddenberry

Starring:

Vaughn Turner as Captain Vaughn Turner [CO]
Milly Melendez as Lieutenant Commander Gwen Mayfair [OPS]
Topper Loghry as Lieutenant Commander Q’tor [CEO]
Phil Smith as Lieutenant Yamamato [CSO]
Ken Reinke as Lieutenant Junior Grade Gladius Augustus [CTO]
Nick Beckwith as Lieutenant Junior Grade Enelis Ranahi [FCO]
Jay Green as Lieutenant Junior Grade Doctor Kymar Dremel [CMO]
Madeline Infante as Lieutenant Julia Lorenzo [SO]
Chris Scott as Lucas Walker [CIV]
Eldad Ben Tovim as Ensign Irane [CNS]
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Pilot
SO Ke’Ri
MO D’oh
S-nuuz
CPO Jacin
CPO O’Leary

Line of The Mission:  
CMO Kymar says:  ::jogs over and kneels over the Captain. Pulling out a tricorder he runs the little bleepy thing that comes out over the back of his head::

=/\==/\==/\==/\==/\==/\= Resume Mission =/\==/\==/\==/\==/\==/\=
CMO_Kymar says:
::stares intently at the view screen from his seat and yawns::
CTO_Augustus says:
::Gladius sits at TAC-1 adjusting his sensors to look for Tachyon traces::
Host OPS_Mayfair says:
::At her station on the bridge::
CO_Turner says:
 ::seated at the center chair ::
CNS_Irane says:
::Sits at her chair, going over a PADD::
SO_Lorenzo says:
::still seated at SCI 1 gathering all her sensor data::
FCO_Ranahi says:
::sat at the helm::
CIV_Walker says:
::Bored at Sci-II, doing very little::
CEO_Q`tor says:
CO: Sir, engineering teams report that the Challenger's stealth module has been installed and it is ready for launch
CNS_Irane says:
::Looks back for a second:: Self: Mmm..
CO_Turner says:
 CEO: Understood
Host OPS_Mayfair says:
::hears the CEO and looks at the Captain::
SO_Lorenzo says:
::adjusting her sensors to detect any ships in the vicinity other than the ones inside the asteroid::
CNS_Irane says:
::Returns her attention to her PADD and resumes reading::
CTO_Augustus says:
OPS: No tachyon grid operating but they are using fusion reactors for power
Host OPS_Mayfair says:
::nods at the CTO::
CNS_Irane says:
::Sighs and turns a page::
CTO_Augustus says:
CO: Captain a door or an opening on the asteroid is being opened
Host OPS_Mayfair says:
CO: Captain a door is opening.  ::looks at the CTO:: CTO: Confirm
CTO_Augustus says:
OPS: Confirmed Commander
Host Jim says:
ACTION:  A ship flies out of the Asteroid’s bay that just opened  a Ship streaks by narrowly missing the QIb, The turbulence  shakes the ship  and  the CO Strikes his head as he rises
CSO_Yamamoto says:
::enters the bridge::  SO: Status
CTO_Augustus says:
OPS: Vessel emerging
FCO_Ranahi says:
::holds on to his console, and tries to initiate evasive maneuvers::
CTO_Augustus says:
::attempts to track it::
Host OPS_Mayfair says:
::Looks at the CO:: CMO: Doctor
CMO_Kymar says:
::sees the captain and jumps from his chair:: OPS: I got him, med kit please
SO_Lorenzo says:
::stands up and turns to her Chief:: CSO: Sensors operating on passive scans, nothing strange detected as of yet Sir.
CEO_Q`tor says:
::checks over the power readings to make sure they stay stabilized::
CTO_Augustus says:
OPS: I am attempting to track the vessel
CSO_Yamamoto says:
CTO, OPS: A ship at high impulse.  Tracking.  SO: Try and get a make.
SO_Lorenzo says:
CSO: Aye, Sir
CMO_Kymar says:
::jogs over and kneels over the captain. Pulling out a tricorder he runs the little bleepy thing that comes out the back over his head::
Host OPS_Mayfair says:
::Looks around the bridge and goes down to the Command area::
SO_Lorenzo says:
::walks over to SCI 2 and puts her hand on Walkers' shoulder::
CNS_Irane says:
::Looks to her right, wondering what happened to the Captain::
Host OPS_Mayfair says:
CMO: Is he OK?
CMO_Kymar says:
OPS: Concussion, possible Subdermal Hematoma. I’m going to have to get him to sickbay
CTO_Augustus says:
CSO: Akira can you track him? I lost him
SO_Lorenzo says:
CIV: I'll need your seat Walker.
CEO_Q`tor says:
OPS: Ma'am, I would recommend that the ship's keel be turned away from the asteroid in order to launch the Challenger
CSO_Yamamoto says:
CTO: Scanning for plasma decay
Host OPS_Mayfair says:
CEO: yes Cmdr
CTO_Augustus says:
CSO: Thank you
CMO_Kymar says:
*Sickbay*: Emergency transport, 2 to beam directly to sickbay
CTO_Augustus says:
OPS: we are launching the Challenger?
CSO_Yamamoto says:
CTO, OPS: Recent activity.  Must be our ship.  Bearing 350 mark 170
CTO_Augustus says:
OPS: What is our course of action to be?
Host OPS_Mayfair says:
CEO: Send another shuttle with a message to Starfleet informing of the situation here. We will need reinforcements.
CIV_Walker says:
::Gets up, kind of disturbed:: SO: whatever... ::walks back over to Tac I and slouches down again::
CTO_Augustus says:
Civ: what are you doing?  Get away from here
Host OPS_Mayfair says:
CTO: Scan for any illegal cargo.
SO_Lorenzo says:
::gets in her seat and tries to get anything from that ship that just left::
CSO_Yamamoto says:
OPS: Ma'am, prudence would have it to send a high warp shuttle in pursuit of the ship.  In case it is a ruse to lure us away/
Host Jim  (Transporter.wav)
CSO_Yamamoto says:
OPS, CTO: Ship appears to contain narcotics and particle weapons.
Host OPS_Mayfair says:
FCO: Take us behind the closest asteroid we need to hide the shuttle bay doors
CSO_Yamamoto says:
OPS: Fully loaded
CTO_Augustus says:
OPS: Scans indicate ... well pick your poison, weapons, narcotics, and assorted hazards
CMO_Kymar says:
::appears in the sickbay next to the Captain who is on a Bio-bed::
SO_Lorenzo says:
CSO: It was a courier ship Chief.
FCO_Ranahi says:
OPS: Aye, sir.  ::maneuvers the QIb away::
CEO_Q`tor says:
OPS: Aye ma'am. CTO: Lieutenant, have one of the battle shuttles cloak and launch with orders to get to the nearest Star Base for reinforcements
Host OPS_Mayfair says:
CTO: Get your men ready we are going inside the asteroid
CTO_Augustus says:
OPS: Do you have a particular pilot in mind?
CSO_Yamamoto says:
SO: Have you got a registry yet?
SO_Lorenzo says:
::keeps her sensors on the surrounding space, to track any ships in the area::
Host OPS_Mayfair says:
CTO:No
CSO_Yamamoto says:
OPS, CTO:  Looks like the asteroid is a base station.  The hangar is full of courier type ships.
CTO_Augustus says:
OPS:  All sorts of the same materials throughout the asteroid though as well.  We have hit the mother lode
CTO_Augustus says:
*CPO_Jacin*: Jacin report to the shuttlebay for courier duties, shuttle is waiting, your orders are posted therein, Augustus out
SO_Lorenzo says:
CSO: No Sir.  It had none that was visible.
CPO_Jacin
    *CTO*: Aye aye
CSO_Yamamoto says:
SO: Try and match the courier's energy signature to known types.  See if we can narrow it down.  It may have a known trade route.
CTO_Augustus says:
CSO: I know and I am concerned
CMO_Kymar says:
::grabs a Thrombic Modulator from the table and starts to use it on the CO's head::
Host OPS_Mayfair says:
CEO: Cmdr let me know as soon as the shuttle leaves the ship
Host Jim says:
ACTION  The  Ships of the fleet below scramble, headed out at high speed
SO_Lorenzo says:
::gets a report from SO Ke'Ri, downloads it one a PADD::
CTO_Augustus says:
::Gladius receives word that Jacin is ready for departure::
CTO_Augustus says:
OPS: Shuttle needs clearance for departure
CSO_Yamamoto says:
CTO: We have company.  Looks like we spooked them.
Host OPS_Mayfair says:
CTO: Go ahead LT
CTO_Augustus says:
CSO: I know but I don't know how
SO_Lorenzo says:
CSO: Here is the schematic of the internal layout of the asteroid, its all mapped out incase an away team is sent down.
CSO_Yamamoto says:
::smiles::
CMO_Kymar says:
::the console next to the bio-bed shows the ruptured vessels of the CO's brain slowly start to mend::
CTO_Augustus says:
::Gives clearance for Jacin to depart, there after Jacin and the shuttle, cloaked depart::
CSO_Yamamoto says:
OPS, CTO: Base staff down to 450,  give or take.
SO_Lorenzo says:
::passes CSO a PADD as she runs the courier's energy signature through their database::
Host OPS_Mayfair says:
CEO: Get an Away team ready and take the Challenger
CTO_Augustus says:
OPS: Population has dropped to 450 from 4500
CEO_Q`tor says:
OPS: Aye Commander
CTO_Augustus says:
OPS: Commander, what are you doing?
CSO_Yamamoto says:
::takes the pad, walks over to the CTO::  CTO: Always good to have a map, eh?
Host OPS_Mayfair says:
CTO: Take as many men as needed and take as many prisoners as you can
Host OPS_Mayfair says:
CTO: Taking prisoners LT
CTO_Augustus says:
OPS: Aye, but that last ship was not loaded with materials
CEO_Q`tor says:
OPS: Commander, The Challenger is not outfitted for combat
CSO_Yamamoto says:
OPS, CTO: Most of the other couriers are partially loaded.  Looks as if some of the cargo in a few are shifting like they aren't tied down.  They sure were in a hurry.
CMO_Kymar says:
::the console beeps and displays a healthy brain, taking the bleepy thing from his tricorder again he scans the CO and checks that everything is normal with his head::
SO_Lorenzo says:
::looks at CEO and CTO hoping it all goes well, and wondering who is gonna go with them::
Host OPS_Mayfair says:
CEO: Inside the asteroid Cmdr how many people left
CEO_Q`tor says:
It has been outfitted for stealth surveillance; Taking prisoners would not be wise
CTO_Augustus says:
CEO: Let's take a Battle shuttle and bring the Challenger in cloaked with a science team
CEO_Q`tor says:
CSO: May I borrow your assistant Lieutenant?
Host OPS_Mayfair says:
CEO: Well what do you suggest? Let all these criminals go?
CMO_Kymar says:
::calls a doctor over:: MO_D'oh: Keep an eye on the CO, he should wake up in an hour or so ::picks up a hypo-spray and injects the Captain before placing it on the table::
SO_Lorenzo says:
CSO: If this was a base of operations, won't it mean they'll be back?
CSO_Yamamoto says:
CEO: Of course Commander.  ::smiles::  SO: Lieutenant ::motions toward the CEO::
CSO_Yamamoto says:
SO: Not if they thought they were discovered.  They would most likely destroy the base and leave.
SO_Lorenzo says:
CSO: Aye Sir.
CMO_Kymar says:
MO_D'oh: He has a concussion, so keep him under constant surveillance
S-nuuz says:
%::In the brig thinking of her usual life.::
CTO_Augustus says:
::Sends an alert to Alpha Strike Team, departs for the Shuttle Ba
CMO_Kymar says:
::watches as D'oh dutifully goes about his business::
SO_Lorenzo says:
::stands up and walks over to the CEO...taps her comm badge::  SO Ke'Ri: meet me with a sci kit.
CSO_Yamamoto says:
CTO, OPS: Suggest caution.  Minimal strike team.  If they thought that they were discovered, they will most likely destroy and run.
CEO_Q`tor says:
OPS: Have Mr. Augustus command the battle shuttles while the Challenger does its scan. When we have gotten the readings we need, Lieutenant Augustus comes in with the battle shuttles to make the arrests, while the QIb keeps any other vessels from escaping
CEO_Q`tor says:
*CMO*: Doctor, report to the Challenger in the Main Cargo Bay
Host OPS_Mayfair says:
CEO: Go ahead then Cmdr
CMO_Kymar says:
*CEO*: On my way
SO_Ke’Ri says:
*SO*: Aye.
CTO_Augustus says:
::Arrives in the Shuttle bay and starts directing traffic, half of the strike team in two shuttles, he takes up a phaser rifle and a few extra power packs just in case::
CEO_Q`tor says:
::heads to the TL:: SO: Lieutenant You're with me
Host OPS_Mayfair says:
FCO: as soon as all the shuttles are on their way take us back to the asteroid Mr. Ranahi
SO_Lorenzo says:
::nods and follows the CEO::
CEO_Q`tor says:
TL: Main Cargo Bay
FCO_Ranahi says:
:OPS: Aye, sir.
CMO_Kymar says:
::walks into his office and reaches under the table before pulling out a Bajoran Phaser Pistol::
SO_Lorenzo says:
*SO KeRi* Bring the equipment to the main cargo bay.
CSO_Yamamoto says:
*CTO*: Beware of tachyons
S-nuuz says:
::Doesn't much like this place, so she is rather aggressive.::
CMO_Kymar says:
:;checking the power cell he attaches it to his belt and walks out, stopping only to grab a Field Medkit and slinging it over his shoulder::
CTO_Augustus says:
::Downloads the latest sensor scans, and ::
CTO_Augustus says:
*CSO*: Have there been an increase to indicate a tachyon grid?
CSO_Yamamoto says:
*CTO*: Just a precaution
CMO_Kymar says:
::walking into the TL he adjusts the strap on his Medkit so that it leaves his arms free::TL: Main Cargo Bay
CEO_Q`tor says:
::taps Comm badge::*O'Leary*: Mr. O'Leary, if you would be so kind as to report to the Challenger
CSO_Yamamoto says:
OPS: Scanning for high tachyon concentrations
CTO_Augustus says:
*CSO*: Appreciate it, Akira
CMO_Kymar says:
::stepping out of the TL he heads over to the Challenger::
Host OPS_Mayfair says:
::Nods at CSO::
Chief O’Leary says:
 *CEO*: Aye, on my way Commander
SO_Ke’Ri says:
*SO* Already here Ma'am.
CTO_Augustus says:
*CEO* Commander Strike Team ready for departure
CEO_Q`tor says:
::Step-s out of the TL and goes to Main Cargo Bay
CEO_Q`tor says:
*CTO*: Launch Lieutenant, remain just outside the asteroid doors until the Challenger is able to complete scans
CMO_Kymar says:
::walks up to the Challenger and ducks inside::
CEO_Q`tor says:
::enters the Challenger and begins start up sequence:
SO_Lorenzo says:
::arrives at the Main Cargo bay and meets with Ke’Ri, gets the needed science equipment::
CTO_Augustus says:
*CEO*: Roger that and Q’tor, Qaplah
CTO_Augustus says:
*OPS*: We are ready to depart
Host OPS_Mayfair says:
*CTO* Go ahead Lt
CEO_Q`tor says:
*CTO* Qaplah my friend.
SO_Lorenzo says:
::enters the challenger and makes her way to a console to access sensors::
CMO_Kymar says:
::sits down in the chair next to the CEO and adjusts the strap on his Medkit yet again::
CTO_Augustus says:
::Closes the shuttle door and instructs everyone to buckle up::
CTO_Augustus says:
*OPS*: Departing
Chief O’Leary says:
 ::enters Challenger and takes a seat at the engineering console
CEO_Q`tor says:
*OPS*: Challenger ready for departure Commander
Host Jim says:
ACTION  The Challenger rises from the Cargo Bay and the  battle shuttle launches from the shuttle bay
CEO_Q`tor says:
#SO: Activate the sensors
SO_Lorenzo says:
::remains standing as she activates multiple screens on a console wall::
CTO_Augustus says:
#COMM: OPS: We are clear and heading to the jump point
Host OPS_Mayfair says:
::sits on the captain's chair hoping she is doing the right thing::
Chief O’Leary says:
 :: watches cloaking systems to make sure they are stable::
CMO_Kymar says:
@::turns in his chair to face his console::
Host OPS_Mayfair says:
Comm/CTO: Understood Lt
CTO_Augustus says:
#Pilot: Stay cloaked and keep an eye on those weapon placements
SO_Lorenzo says:
@CEO: Sensors are showing their guns are inert Sir.
Pilot says:
#CTO: Aye
CEO_Q`tor says:
@SO: Inert? They're not online?
CMO_Kymar says:
@::opens his med kit and checks that all his things are in there::
CTO_Augustus says:
#COMM_Challenger: CEO, I am in position ::As shuttle parks in orbit::
SO_Lorenzo says:
@CEO: They have not been fully installed Sir.
CSO_Yamamoto says:
::pushes a few buttons on his console::
CEO_Q`tor says:
@*CTO*: Gladius, is the entrance to the asteroid still open?
FCO_Ranahi says:
::starts to move the QIb back::
SO_Lorenzo says:
::scans the asteroid's internal systems::
CTO_Augustus says:
#*CEO*:  Aye
CEO_Q`tor says:
@*CTO*: Lieutenant. Did you copy that? The weapons systems are not fully installed
SO_Lorenzo says:
@CEO: Sir, I am getting one gun, with a force field Sir.
CTO_Augustus says:
#*CEO*: But they have a force field up it is penetrable so you want me to lead?
CEO_Q`tor says:
@::brings the Challenger around to enter the asteroid pausing just before entering
CEO_Q`tor says:
@*CTO*: When you breach that force field you'll be giving away your position Lieutenant
CEO_Q`tor says:
@SO: Only one gun operational? What type?
CSO_Yamamoto says:
::quietly searches the communications database::
Host OPS_Mayfair says:
::looks at the viewscreen sees only the asteroid::
SO_Lorenzo says:
@CEO: My mistake Sir, they are all off line.
CTO_Augustus says:
#*CEO*: so will you buddy, I can cloak and go in, I read no power to the gun placements
CEO_Q`tor says:
@*CTO*: Stand by Lieutenant
CSO_Yamamoto says:
::presses some more buttons, watches entries disappear::
CEO_Q`tor says:
@SO: What kind of readings are you able to get from out here? How many people are still inside there?
CSO_Yamamoto says:
::whistles to himself::
SO_Lorenzo says:
@CEO: Approximately 450 life signs.
CTO_Augustus says:
#*CEO*: Can we modify the weapons to just stun them
SO_Lorenzo says:
@CEO: They are all of varying species.
CEO_Q`tor says:
@*COMM: QIb*: QIb, this is Challenger. Scans show approximately 450 life signs still within the asteroid, and no operational defenses. Shall I have Lieutenant Augustus proceed with the arrests?
SO_Lorenzo says:
@::sets up sensors to scan what's inside the inoperable ships::
Host OPS_Mayfair says:
COMM:CEO: Yes Cmdr
CTO_Augustus says:
#COMM:Qlb*: Augustus here, Commander, is it possible to do a massive stun from the Qlb?
CEO_Q`tor says:
@*CTO*: release the hounds Lieutenant
Host OPS_Mayfair says:
COMM:CTO: Stand By Lt
Host OPS_Mayfair says:
::Looks at the CSO:: CSO: What do you think?
CTO_Augustus says:
#*CEO*: And let loose the hounds of war, Pilot: forward
SO_Lorenzo says:
@CEO: I'm reading a few life signs inside the inoperable ships Sir.
CSO_Yamamoto says:
OPS: Hmm.  We would have to be beyond their force fields and then tap into their EPS system.  Not likely.
CEO_Q`tor says:
@SO: Set up a tachyon field to detect any incoming cloaked vessels
CEO_Q`tor says:
@CMO: Doctor, your services are probably going to be needed very soon
Host OPS_Mayfair says:
Self : i didn't think so either
CMO_Kymar says:
@CEO: Which ones?
CTO_Augustus says:
#::Battle shuttle edges toward the opening::
Host OPS_Mayfair says:
Comm: CTO: negative Lt can not do it from here
SO_Lorenzo says:
@CEO: Sir, it would alert them to our presence.
CSO_Yamamoto says:
OPS: Perhaps if the strike team controlled the life support system they could use that to put them to sleep.
CTO_Augustus says:
#*COMM_Qlb: * : Roger off we go ...entering now!
CEO_Q`tor says:
@CMO: Physician skills doctor
Host OPS_Mayfair says:
CSO: Keep scanning for any incoming vessels Lt
CSO_Yamamoto says:
OPS: Aye.
CMO_Kymar says:
@CEO: Ah, them ones. :;grins sheepishly::
CEO_Q`tor says:
@SO: When the battle shuttle penetrates that force field they are going to know we are here anyway Lieutenant
CTO_Augustus says:
#::Gladius and the strike team enters ::
SO_Lorenzo says:
@::nods at the CEO, then activates the command sequence to generate the tachyon field::
Host Jim says:
 ACTION:  Things are quiet in the Bay...but show signs of a hasty exit , with packing cases strewn about haphazardly
CMO_Kymar says:
@::stands up and adjusts the strap of his medkit nervously::
CTO_Augustus says:
#::Orders strike team to stand by for disembark::
CTO_Augustus says:
#Pilot*: I want you to take it up and support us from the sir
CEO_Q`tor says:
@SO: Do you see anything out there other than the QIb and our own shuttles Lieutenant?
Pilot says:
# CTO: Aye sir
CTO_Augustus says:
#Team: Disembark ::as the shuttle touches down and the door opens::
Host Jim says:
ACTION  As the door opens and the team starts to run out  a number of lances of phaser fire leap into the doorway and into a few team members who crumple where they fall
SO_Lorenzo says:
@CEO: Nothing yet Commander.
CSO_Yamamoto says:
OPS: We have phaser fire
SO_Lorenzo says:
@CEO: Sir, there seem to be operational weapons after all.
Host OPS_Mayfair says:
COMM:CEO: Report
CTO_Augustus says:
%::Gladius hits the deck tumbling to the left skneeling and firing at available targets::
SO_Lorenzo says:
@CEO: The first wave was just cut down.
CTO_Augustus says:
%*CEO*: Anytime buddy
SO_Lorenzo says:
@::runs her sensors around the asteroid again::
CSO_Yamamoto says:
OPS: If they were left behind, sir.  The occupants know that they won't survive.
CTO_Augustus says:
%::Starts issuing orders for deploying of his team, seeking out more of the bad guys::
SO_Lorenzo says:
@CEO: I'm detecting about 15 phasers Sir.
CEO_Q`tor says:
@::Pilots the Challenger into the asteroid, and decloaks. Starts laying down phaser fire on stun::
Host Jim says:
ACTION  In the return fire laid down by the AT , a number of phasers fall silent along with a few who fall from a great height to their deaths
CTO_Augustus says:
%::Gladius heads toward what looks like is the main building::
CEO_Q`tor says:
@CMO: If you are beamed down there doctor could you do something with the environmental controls without getting yourself killed?
Host OPS_Mayfair says:
::sighs:: FCO: Take us closer Mr. Ranahi
SO_Lorenzo says:
@::frowns at the voices of pain she is hearing inside her head::
CSO_Yamamoto says:
OPS: Phaser fire and disrupter fire.  Looks like a mutual exchange.
S-nuuz says:
%::Shifts on her bench, thinks she hears something.::
CMO_Kymar says:
@::opens the door of the shuttle and creeps out behind a crate, looking out for the wounded::
FCO_Ranahi says:
OPS: Aye, sir.  ::maneuvers the QIb closer::
Host Jim says:
ACTION The Challenger lifts and begins helping return fire
CTO_Augustus says:
%ALL: This is LT Augustus from the United Federation of Planets, Lay down your arms and surrender
CTO_Augustus says:
%*CEO*: Qtor, how about my other team
CEO_Q`tor says:
@::sets the Challenger down and opens the door for the second strike team to disembark::
SO_Lorenzo says:
@CEO: Can you emit an electric pulse to shock those down there still holding weapons?
CSO_Yamamoto says:
OPS: Scanning for explosive devices
Host Jim says:
ACTION The Phaser fire quickly dies
CTO_Augustus says:
%::Brings up his tricorder and scans the building::
CMO_Kymar says:
@CEO:Environmental Controls? Yes I think I could. Can you find out if there is a panel nearby I can access?
SO_Lorenzo says:
@::thinks... never mind::
Host OPS_Mayfair says:
CSO: anything?
CTO_Augustus says:
%Team: Watch yourselves, if they lay down their arms arrest them and search them for anything
CSO_Yamamoto says:
OPS: None that I can detect, but I wouldn't rule it out.
SO_Lorenzo says:
@::gets a phaser from her kit and keeps it in hand as she scans further into the asteroid::
Host OPS_Mayfair says:
CSO: Keep scanning Lt
S-nuuz says:
%::Stands up, as she remembers the threats if she falls asleep on her post.::
CSO_Yamamoto says:
OPS: Aye.
CEO_Q`tor says:
@CMO: Go with the troops doctor, I've got to get airborne again. Do the best you can, I will keep in contact and try to guide you to an access panel
SO_Lorenzo says:
@CEO: Perhaps I should go with him? I know those caves Sir.
Host OPS_Mayfair says:
::gets up  and goes to her station scann the asteroid and tries to get the position of evryone inside::
CTO_Augustus says:
%*CEO*: I could use an airborne recon can you comply?
CMO_Kymar says:
%::Heads out with the troops:: *CEO*: OK then, show me the way
CEO_Q`tor says:
@SO: I need you here to scan for the doctor’s access panel.
CSO_Yamamoto says:
OPS: We may be able to transport the whole of them into the cargo bay.
SO_Lorenzo says:
@::nods at CEO::
Host Jim says:
 =/\==/\==/\==/\==/\==/\==/\=Pause Mission=/\==/\==/\==/\==/\==/\=
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